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ABSTRACT
Using arithmetic conditions on affine semigroups we prove that for a simplicial
toric variety of codimension 2 the property of being a set-theoretic complete
intersection on binomials in characteristic p holds either for all primes p, or for
no prime p, or for exactly one prime p.
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Introduction

It has been recently discovered that the minimum number of equations that are needed
to define an algebraic variety, in general, depends on the characteristic of the ground
field. The first examples to be found were the determinantal and Pfaffian varieties
considered in [1]. Later, in [2, 4–6], we presented infinite classes of toric varieties
which are set-theoretic complete intersections (i.e., are defined by the vanishing of
as many polynomials as their codimension) only in one positive characteristic. In
all these cases, the polynomials were, in fact, binomials. This raised the question
whether there exists a toric variety V which is defined by codimV binomial equations
in more than one, but not in all positive characteristics. In the present paper we show
that the answer is negative if V is simplicial and codim V = 2. We give a complete
classification of the possible cases in terms of the arithmetic properties of the affine
semigroups attached to these varieties. This is an exhaustive study, which includes
and completes all previously known results.
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1. Preliminaries

Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let T be a finite subset of Z
n (n ≥ 2)

having cardinality m > 0, say T = {t1, . . . , tm}, where ti = (ti1, . . . , tin) for all
i = 1, . . . , m. We will throughout assume that the set T is not free over Z. Consider
the homomorphism of polynomial rings

φT : K[z1, . . . , zm] −→ K[u1, . . . , un]

such that
φT (zi) = uti1

1 · · ·utin
n , for all i = 1, . . . , m.

The ideal IT = ker φT is generated by all binomials

B
α+

1 ···α+
m

α−
1 ···α−

m
= z

α+
1

1 · · · zα+
m

m − z
α−

1
1 · · · zα−

m
m (1)

where α+
i , α−

i are nonnegative integers (not all zero) such that

α+
1 t1 + · · · + α+

mtm = α−
1 t1 + · · · + α−

mtm, (2)

and in fact there is a one-to-one correspondence between the binomials (1) in IT and
the semigroup relations (2) in NT . The ideal IT is the defining ideal of the variety
VT ⊂ Km parameterized by

z1 = ut11
1 · · ·ut1n

n , . . . , zm = utm1
1 · · ·utmn

n ,

which is an affine toric variety. If all sums
∑n

j=1 tij , for i = 1, . . . , m, are equal, then
this parameterization is called homogeneous and it defines a projective toric variety
in P

m−1. The dimension of VT is equal to the rank of the Abelian group ZT if V is
affine, it is one less if V is projective.

If n < m and, up to a change of parameters, for all i = 1, . . . , n we have ti = cei

with c a positive integer and ei the ith element of the canonical basis of Z
n, then

V is called simplicial, and we have dimV = n if V is affine, dim V = n − 1 if V is
projective. In this case, whenever tij �= 0 for all i = n + 1, . . . , m and all j = 1, . . . , n,
the parameterization of V is called full. A simplicial toric variety of dimension 1
is called a monomial curve: we have an affine monomial curve for n = 1 and a
projective monomial curve if the parameterization is homogeneous and n = 2; in
both cases the parameterization is obviously full. Set codimVT = r. Then we say
that VT is a (binomial) set-theoretic complete intersection if there are (binomials)
F1, . . . , Fr ∈ K[z1, . . . , zm] such that

IT =
√

(F1, . . . , Fr),

which, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, is equivalent to stating that VT is defined by the
following system of r (binomial) equations:

F1 = · · · = Fr = 0.
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According to the above description, for the variety VT the property of being a complete
intersection (i.e., the equality between the minimal number of generators of IT and
codim VT ) only depends on T , and is thus independent of the ground field K. The
(binomial) set-theoretic complete intersection property, however, depends, in general,
on char K. Barile, Morales and Thoma proved the following result.

Proposition 1.1 ([8, Theorem 4]). If char K = 0, then VT is a binomial set-theoretic
complete intersection if and only if it is a complete intersection.

Remark 1.2. There are many examples of affine or projective monomial curves which
are not complete intersections, but are set-theoretic complete intersections in char-
acteristic zero: some of them can be found in [9–11, 14, 17, 18, 20–22]. This fact,
together with Proposition 1.1, shows that being a set-theoretic complete intersection
is, in general, a strictly weaker condition than being a binomial set-theoretic complete
intersection. We do not know, however, whether this is true in positive characteristics.

The sets T for which the variety VT is a complete intersection have been completely
characterized by means of the following notions, introduced by Rosales [19].

Definition 1.3. Let T1 and T2 be nonempty subsets of T such that T = T1 ∪T2 and
T1 ∩ T2 = ∅. Then T is called a gluing of T1 and T2 if there is a nonzero element
w ∈ N

n such that ZT1 ∩ ZT2 = Zw and w ∈ NT1 ∩ NT2.

Definition 1.4. The set T is called a complete intersection if T is the gluing of T1

and T2, where each of the subsets T1, T2 is a complete intersection or generates a free
Abelian semigroup.

The next result is due to Fischer, Morris, and Shapiro [12].

Proposition 1.5. The variety VT is a complete intersection if and only if T is the
gluing of two subsets T1 and T2 which are complete intersections.

Proposition 1.1 is false in positive characteristic: here a necessary and sufficient
condition for being a binomial set-theoretic complete intersection can be formulated
in terms of an arithmetic property of the set T and of the affine semigroup NT ,
which is derived from the ones given in Definitions 1.3 and 1.4 and was introduced in
[8, pp. 1894–1895], by means of the following two definitions.

Definition 1.6. Let p be a prime number and let T1 and T2 be nonempty subsets
of T such that T = T1 ∪ T2 and T1 ∩ T2 = ∅. Then T is called a p-gluing of T1

and T2 if there are a nonnegative integer k and a nonzero element w ∈ Z
n such that

ZT1 ∩ ZT2 = Zw and pkw ∈ NT1 ∩ NT2.

Definition 1.7. The set T is called completely p-glued if T is the p-gluing of T1

and T2, where each of the subsets T1, T2 is completely p-glued or generates a free
Abelian semigroup.
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Remark 1.8. The comparison of the above definitions yields the following:

(i) If T is the gluing of two nonempty subsets T1 and T2, then it is the p-gluing
of T1 and T2 for all primes p.

(ii) If T is a complete intersection, then it is completely p-glued for all primes p.

Proposition 1.9 ([8, Theorem 5]). If char K = p, then VT is a binomial set-theoretic
complete intersection if and only if T is completely p-glued.

The papers [2, 4–6] present classes of toric varieties that fulfil this property in
exactly one positive characteristic p, whereas those described in [3], and some of
those contained in [5], do not fulfil it for any p. In all other known cases the property
holds for all p. We recall two general results in this direction.

Proposition 1.10 ([7, Theorem 1]). Every simplicial toric variety with a full param-
eterization is a binomial set-theoretic intersection in all positive characteristics.

This proposition includes the following one as a special case.

Proposition 1.11 ([15, Corollary]). Every projective monomial curve is a binomial
set-theoretic complete intersection in all positive characteristics.

So far no toric variety is known which is a binomial set-theoretic complete in-
tersection in more than one, but not in all positive characteristics. The aim of this
paper is to show that no such examples exist among the simplicial toric varieties of
codimension 2. In sections 3–5 we will give a complete classification of p-gluings for
affine simplicial toric varieties of codimension 2. In section 4, in particular, we will
introduce an arithmetic invariant which allows us to distinguish between the possible
cases.

In section 2 we will preliminarily clarify the role of Propositions 1.10 and 1.11 in
the general arithmetical framework of completely p-glued sets. We will also prove the
following additional result.

Proposition 1.12. Every affine simplicial toric variety of dimension at most 2 is a
binomial set-theoretic complete intersection in all positive characteristics.

2. Some known results revisited

In the sequel, given any v ∈ Z
n, we will denote by vi its i-th component, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We will consider the varieties VT , where T = {a,b, ce1, . . . , cen} ⊂ Z
n, and c is any

positive integer. This class consists of all affine (or projective) simplicial toric varieties
of codimension 2 in Kn+2 (or in P

n+1). It is not restrictive to assume that, for all
i = 1, . . . , n, we have ai �= 0 or bi �= 0. We introduce the following two partitions
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of T :

T̃1 = {a}, T̃2 = {b, ce1, . . . , cen},
˜̃T1 = {b}, ˜̃T2 = {a, ce1, . . . , cen}.

For all v ∈ Z
n we will set suppv = { i | vi �= 0 }. The content of the next two

propositions is not totally new, since they partly consist of results collected from
other sources. Nevertheless, we find it useful and interesting to re-propose these
statements here in a unified form, which emphasizes the role of p-gluings. The proof
of the next proposition under the assumption (i) is hinted at in [8, Example 1].

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that either

(i) suppb ⊂ suppa, or

(ii) suppb = {1, . . . , n} \ suppa.

Then T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 for all primes p. (If a and b are exchanged,
then T is the p-gluing of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2 for all primes p.)

Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Since

ca =
n∑

i=1

aicei ∈ ZT̃2,

the number
α = gcd{λ ∈ Z | λa ∈ ZT̃2 } (3)

is a well-defined positive integer. Moreover

ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2 = Zαa.

We have that, for some integers β, γ1, . . . , γn,

αa = βb +
n∑

i=1

γicei,

i.e., for all i = 1, . . . , n we have the following equality, where either side is a natural
number,

αai = βbi + γic. (4)

We have to show that under the given assumption, for all primes p there is a nonneg-
ative integer k such that

pkαa ∈ NT̃2. (5)
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Suppose that suppb ⊂ suppa. Then, for all i ∈ suppb, in (4) we have αai > 0,
whence −γi

bi
< β

c . Set

γ = max
i∈suppb

−γi

bi
. (6)

Then γ < β
c . Let p be any prime number. We can choose a sufficiently large positive

integer k so as to have

pkγ < d < pk β

c
(7)

for some integer d. Set
β′ = pkβ − dc,

and, for all i = 1, . . . , n,
γ′

i = pkγi + dbi.

Then (7) implies that β′ > 0 and, moreover, from (6) and (7), for all i ∈ suppb, we
get

pk γi

bi
≥ −pkγ > −d,

which implies that γ′
i > 0. If i /∈ suppb, then from (4) we deduce that αai = γic,

which gives us γi > 0, so that γ′
i = pkγi > 0. Hence

pkαa = β′b +
n∑

i=1

γ′
icei,

so that (5) is true.
Now suppose that (ii) holds. For all i ∈ suppa we have ai > 0 and bi = 0. Thus,

in view of (4) we also have αai = γic, where γi > 0. Therefore

αa =
∑

i∈supp a

γicei ∈ NT̃2,

so that (5) is fulfilled for k = 0. This completes the proof.

Proposition 2.2. (i) If T is the gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 (or of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2), then T
is a complete intersection.

(ii) Let p be a prime. If T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 (or of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2), then T
is completely p-glued.

Proof. We show the claim for T̃1 and T̃2. In view of Remark 1.8 (i), it suffices to
show that T̃2 is the gluing of T̃21 = {b} and T̃22 = {ce1, . . . , cen}: in fact, NT̃21

and NT̃22 are both free Abelian semigroups. Now, if β = c/ gcd(c, b1, . . . , bn), then
Zβb = ZT̃21 ∩ ZT̃22 and βb ∈ NT̃21 ∩ NT̃22. The claim for ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2 can be shown
similarly. This completes the proof.
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Corollary 2.3. If n ≤ 2, then, for all primes p, T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2, or
of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2. In particular, it is completely p-glued for all primes p.

Proof. The first part of the claim follows immediately from Proposition 2.1, since
for n = 2 one of (i) and (ii) of that proposition must hold. The second part is a
consequence of Proposition 2.2 (ii).

Remark 2.4. Proposition 1.10, Proposition 1.11, and Proposition 1.12 follow from
Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 1.9.

3. The main theorem on p-gluings

In this section we prove the crucial technical result. We consider the set T introduced
above and assume that it does not fulfil the assumption (i) of Proposition 2.1 with
respect to any order of a and b. We show that the property of being p-glued then
reduces to the property of being the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 (or, equivalently, of ˜̃T1

and ˜̃T2).

Theorem 3.1. Let p be a prime. Suppose that none of suppa and suppb is con-
tained in the other. If T is the p-gluing of two nonempty subsets T1 and T2, then T

is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2, and of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2.

Proof. As a trivial consequence of the first assumption, we have n ≥ 2, and we may
assume that, up to a change of indices, a1 �= 0, b1 = 0, a2 = 0, b2 �= 0. By the second
assumption there is w ∈ Z

n, w �= 0, such that

Zw = ZT1 ∩ ZT2 and pkw ∈ NT1 ∩ NT2 (8)

for some nonnegative integer k. Let

T1 = {t11, . . . , t1r}, and T2 = {t21, . . . , t2s}.
Then we have

w =
r∑

i=1

αit1i =
s∑

i=1

βit2i (9)

for some α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βs ∈ Z, and

pkw =
r∑

i=1

α̃it1i =
s∑

i=1

β̃it2i (10)

for some α̃1, . . . , α̃r, β̃1, . . . , β̃s ∈ N. Since T1 ∪ T2 = T , up to exchanging T1 and T2

we may assume that a ∈ T1, say t11 = a, so that α1 is the coefficient of a in (9) and
α̃1 is the coefficient of a in (10). We will also adopt the following notation:

I1 = { i | cei ∈ T1 } and I2 = { i | cei ∈ T2 }.
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The theorem will be proven in several steps, through a sequence of intermediate
claims.
Claim 1. (i) One of a and b appears in (10) with a nonzero coefficient.

(ii) If α̃1 �= 0, then α1 �= 0 and 1 ∈ I2.

Proof of Claim 1. If a and b both appeared in (10) with a zero coefficient, then we
would have w = 0, because the set {ce1, . . . , cen} is free, against our assumption
on w. This proves (i). We now prove (ii). Suppose that α̃1 �= 0. Then 1 ∈ I2,
otherwise we could assume that t12 = ce1 and we would deduce that

pkw1 = α̃1a1 + α̃2c = 0,

because b1 = 0. Since all elements in the above equality are nonnegative integers, it
would follow that a1 = 0, against our assumption. Now suppose for a contradiction
that α1 = 0. Then, since 1 ∈ I2 and b1 = 0, from (9) we deduce that w1 = 0. But
the element

u = ca −
∑
i∈I1

aicei =
∑
i∈I2

aicei (11)

also belongs to ZT1 ∩ ZT2. However, since u1 = a1c �= 0, we conclude that u cannot
belong to Zw, which contradicts (8). This shows that α1 �= 0 and completes the proof
of Claim 1.

Claim 2. If 1 ∈ I2, then
Zα1a = ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2,

and α̃1 = pkα1.

Proof of Claim 2. In view of (9),

α1a ∈ ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2.

This intersection is a subgroup of Za, hence it is Zγa, for some integer γ having the
same sign as α1. Since α1a ∈ Zγa, we also have that γ divides α1. Since γa ∈ ZT̃2, the
element γa = γt11 can be expressed as a linear combination, with integer coefficients,
of b, e1, . . . , en, i.e., of t12, . . . , t1r, t21, . . . , t2s. We thus have an equality

r∑
i=1

α′
it1i =

s∑
i=1

β′
it2i (12)

for α′
1 = γ and some α′

2, . . . , α
′
r, β

′
1, . . . , β

′
s ∈ Z. The element on either side of (12)

belongs to ZT1 ∩ZT2, hence it is equal to λw for some λ ∈ Z. Thus (12) implies that

λw1 = γa1, (13)
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because 1 ∈ I2 and b1 = 0. On the other hand, (9) yields

w1 = α1a1, (14)

but then, replacing (14) in (13), we get λα1 = γ, so that α1 divides γ. We thus
conclude that α1 and γ are associate integers of the same sign, i.e., α1 = γ. Further-
more, equality (10) gives us pkw1 = α̃1a1, from which, in view of (14), we deduce
that α̃1 = pkα1, as required. This completes the proof of Claim 2.

Claim 3. If α̃1 �= 0, then b appears in (10) with coefficient zero.

Proof of Claim 3. Suppose for a contradiction that, under the given hypothesis, b
appears in (10) with a nonzero coefficient. There is j ∈ {1, 2} such that b ∈ Tj .
Therefore, replacing a with b, e1 with e2, and T1 with Tj , Claim 1 (ii) allows us to
conclude that ce2 /∈ Tj . Then

v = cb −
∑
i∈Ij

bicei =
∑
i/∈Ij

bicei ∈ ZT1 ∩ ZT2,

and v1 = 0, because b1 = 0, whereas v2 = b2c �= 0. But then v and the element u
from (11) cannot both belong to Zw, which contradicts (8). This proves Claim 3.

Claim 4. If α̃1 �= 0, then T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2.

Proof of Claim 4. From (10) we get, in view of Claim 1 (ii), Claim 2, and Claim 3,

α̃1a = pkα1a ∈ Z{ce1, . . . , cen},

which implies that
pk|α1|a ∈ N{ce1, . . . , cen} ⊂ NT̃2. (15)

On the other hand, by Claim 2,

Z|α1|a = ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2,

which, together with (15), implies that T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2. This proves
Claim 4.

Claim 5. T is the p-gluing of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2.

Proof of Claim 5. According to Claim 1 (i), we have that either a or b appears in (10)
with a nonzero coefficient. In the latter case we have that T is the p-gluing of ˜̃T1

and ˜̃T2: this follows from Claim 4, after exchanging a and b. So assume that the
former case occurs, i.e., that α̃1 �= 0. Then, by Claim 1 (ii), 1 ∈ I2. Let β′ ≥ 0 be
such that

Zβ′b = Z
˜̃T1 ∩ Z

˜̃T2. (16)
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Then, for some integers α′, γ′
1, . . . , γ′

n,

β′b = α′a +
n∑

i=1

γ′
icei, (17)

so that, α′a ∈ ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2 and therefore, in view of Claim 2, α1 divides α′. Hence
(17) implies that

β′b ∈ Z{α1a, ce1, . . . , cen},
whence

pkβ′b ∈ Z{pkα1a, ce1, . . . , cen} ⊂ Z{ce1, . . . , cen},
where the inclusion follows from (15). Therefore pkβ′b ∈ N{ce1, . . . , cen} ⊂ N

˜̃T2.
This, together with (16), shows that T is the p-gluing of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2. This completes
the proof of Claim 5.

We can now conclude the proof of the theorem. By Claim 5, T is the p-gluing
of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2. The argumentation developed above, with a and b exchanged, allow us
to conclude that T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 as well. This completes the proof of
the theorem.

Lemma 3.2. If T is the p-gluing of two nonempty subsets T1 and T2 for two different
primes p, then it is the p-gluing of T1 and T2 for all primes p.

Proof. If T is the p-gluing and the p′-gluing of T1 and T2, where p and p′ are distinct
primes, then there is w ∈ Z

n such that Zw = ZT1 ∩ ZT2 and

pkw, p′k
′
w ∈ NT1 ∩ NT2, (18)

for some nonnegative integers k, k′. Let q be a prime. Then there are a, b, � ∈ N such
that

q� = apk + bp′k
′
,

so that, by (18),
q�w ∈ NT1 ∩ NT2.

This proves that T is the q-gluing of T1 and T2, which completes the proof.

Proposition 2.1, Theorem 3.1, and Lemma 3.2 imply the following result.

Corollary 3.3. If T is completely p-glued for two distinct primes p, then it is com-
pletely p-glued for all primes p.

The converse of statement (ii) of Remark 1.8 is not true: Propositions 1.10 and 1.11
provide infinitely many examples of sets T which are completely p-glued for all primes
p, but are not complete intersections. We, however, have the following result.
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Corollary 3.4. Suppose that neither of suppa and suppb is contained in the other.
Then T is completely p-glued for all primes p if and only if T is a complete inter-
section.

Proof. We just need to prove the only if part. Suppose that T is completely p-glued
and q-glued, where p and q are distinct primes. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, T is the
p-gluing and the q-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2, so that, for some nonzero α ∈ N, we have

Zαa = ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2, (19)

and pkαa ∈ NT̃2, qkαa ∈ NT̃2, for some nonnegative integer k. Since suppb �⊂ suppa,
this implies that pkαa, qkαa ∈ N{ce1, . . . , cen}. Let g = c/ gcd(c, a1, . . . , an). Then
Nga = Na ∩ N{ce1, . . . , cen}. Thus g divides both pkα and qkα, so that g divides α.
But then αa ∈ N{ce1, . . . , cen}, whence

αa ∈ NT̃1 ∩ NT̃2. (20)

Relations (19) and (20) show that T is the gluing of T̃1 and T̃2. In view of Proposi-
tion 2.2 (i), it follows that T is a complete intersection. This completes the proof.

Proposition 2.1, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 imply the following.

Corollary 3.5. The set T is completely p-glued

(i) for exactly one prime p, or

(ii) for every prime p, or

(iii) for no prime p.

Moreover, if T is completely p-glued, then it is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 (or of ˜̃T1

and ˜̃T2).

4. A computational point of view

In this section we provide a complete arithmetic characterization of the sets T fulfilling
each of the cases listed in Corollary 3.5 under the assumption that neither of suppa
and suppb is contained in the other. Our first step is to derive a closed formula for the
number α in (3). Up to dividing the elements of T by their greatest common divisor δ
(which corresponds to a change of parameters for VT , in which, for all i = 1, . . . , n,
uc

i , uai
i , and ubi

i are replaced by u
c/δ
i , u

ai/δ
i , and u

bi/δ
i , respectively), we may assume

that
gcd(c, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn) = 1. (21)
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For all λ ∈ N consider the n × (n + 2)-matrix with integer entries

Aλ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

λa1 b1 c 0 · · · 0
...

... 0
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . . 0
λan bn 0 · · · 0 c

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

and the n × (n + 1)-submatrix

A′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

b1 c 0 · · · 0
... 0

. . .
...

...
...

. . . 0
bn 0 · · · 0 c

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

For all λ ∈ N let gλ be the greatest common divisor of the n-minors of Aλ and let g′

be the greatest common divisor of the n-minors of A′. Moreover, set

ḡ = gcd
1≤i<j≤n

(cn−1ai, c
n−2(aibj − ajbi)).

Then
gλ = gcd(g′, λḡ).

If we apply the solvability criterion for diophantine systems given in [13] to A′x = λa,
we conclude that λa ∈ ZT̃2 if and only if g′ = gλ, i.e., if and only if g′ divides λḡ,
which is the case if and only if λ is a multiple of

α =
g′

gcd(g′, ḡ)
. (22)

Note that

g′ = gcd
1≤i≤n

(cn, cn−1bi) = cn−1 gcd
1≤i≤n

(c, bi) = cn−2 gcd
1≤i≤n

(c2, cbi), (23)

and
ḡ = cn−2 gcd

1≤i<j≤n
(cai, aibj − ajbi),

so that

gcd(g′, ḡ) = cn−2 gcd
1≤i<j≤n

(c2, cai, cbi, aibj − ajbi)

= cn−2 gcd
1≤i<j≤n

(c gcd(c, ai, bi), aibj − ajbi)

= cn−2 gcd
1≤i<j≤n

(c, aibj − ajbi), (24)
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where the last equality follows from (21). Finally, from (22), (23), and (24) we deduce
that

α =
c gcd1≤i≤n(c, bi)

gcd1≤i≤n(c, aibj − ajbi)
, (25)

which is the sought closed formula.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, which completes Corol-
lary 2 in [7].

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that neither of suppa and suppb is contained in the
other. Let c′ = gcd1≤i<j≤n(c, aibj − ajbi), and set

g(T ) =
c′

gcd1≤i≤n(c′, ai) gcd1≤i≤n(c′, bi)
.

Then T is completely p-glued

(i) for exactly one prime p, if and only if g(T ) is a positive power of p;

(ii) for every prime p, if and only if g(T ) is equal to 1;

(iii) for no prime p, if and only if g(T ) has two distinct prime divisors.

Case (ii) occurs if and only if T is a complete intersection.

Proof. We preliminarily note that the last claim is a consequence of Corollary 3.4. Let
p be any prime. By virtue of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.2 (ii), T is completely
p-glued if and only if it is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2. This occurs if and only if
pkαa ∈ NT̃2, which is equivalent to

pkαa ∈ N{ce1, . . . , cen}, (26)

for some nonnegative integer k, where α is the positive integer defined in (3) and
given by the formula (25). Now (26) is true if and only if pk is a multiple of

ω =
c

gcd1≤i≤n(c, αai)
=

c

gcd(c, α gcd1≤i≤n(ai))
.

Thus (26) is true for exactly one prime p, for every prime p, or for no prime p if ω is
a positive power of p, is equal to 1, or has two distinct prime divisors, respectively.
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In view of (25) we have

ω =
c

gcd(c, c
c′ gcd1≤i≤n(c, bi) gcd1≤i≤n(ai))

=
c

c
c′ gcd(c′, gcd1≤i≤n(c, bi) gcd1≤i≤n(ai))

=
c′

gcd(c′, gcd1≤i≤n(c′, bi) gcd1≤i≤n(ai))

=
c′

gcd(c′, gcd1≤i≤n(c′, bi) gcd1≤i≤n(c′, ai))

=
c′

gcd1≤i≤n(c′, bi) gcd1≤i≤n(c′, ai)
,

where the last equality follows from the fact that, as a consequence of (21),
gcd(c′, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn) = 1. This shows that ω = g(T ) and completes the
proof.

Remark 4.2. Since g(T ) is a divisor of c, case (iii) of Proposition 4.1 cannot hold
whenever c is a prime power. From this we deduce the well-known fact that T is always
completely p-glued if c = pr for some nonnegative integer r (this statement holds for
simplicial toric varieties of any codimension: for a proof see, e.g., [5, Proposition 2]).
In [6] we considered the case where c = p. There, in Theorem 2.1, we gave a different
characterization of case (i) in form of four arithmetic conditions.

5. Applications to set-theoretic complete intersections

We now use the results on p-gluings proven in section 3 for giving a complete charac-
terization of simplicial toric varieties of codimension 2 with respect to the property
of being a binomial set-theoretic complete intersection. The (affine or projective)
toric variety VT attached to the set T considered in the previous sections admits the
following parameterization:

x1 = uc
1, . . . , xn = uc

n, y1 = ua1
1 · · ·uan

n , y2 = ub1
1 · · ·ubn

n .

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.9 and Corollary 3.5 we have the fol-
lowing.

Corollary 5.1. A simplicial toric variety of codimension 2 is a binomial set-theoretic
complete intersection in characteristic p either

(i) for exactly one prime p, or

(ii) for every prime p, or
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(iii) for no prime p.

Example 5.2. Suppose that T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2, with ZT̃1∩ZT̃2 = Zαa and
pkαa = βb+

∑n
i=1 βicei, where k, β, β1 . . . βn ∈ N. Then the construction performed

in the proof of [8, Theorem 5] shows that VT is a set-theoretic complete intersection
defined by the vanishing of the following two binomials:

F1 = ypkα
1 − yβ

2 xβ1
1 · · ·xβn

n , F2 = yγ
2 − xδ1

1 · · ·xδn
n .

Here we have set γ = c
gcd1≤j≤n(c,bj)

and δi = bi

gcd1≤j≤n(c,bj)
for all i = 1, . . . , n.

Remark 5.3. According to [6, Theorem 2.1], if c = p, then VT is a set-theoretic
complete intersection in some positive characteristic if and only if it is a binomial
set-theoretic complete intersection in the same characteristic.

From Corollary 2.3 we know that, if the dimension n of V is at most 2, case (ii)
of Corollary 5.1 always occurs. On the contrary, for every n ≥ 3, there are simplicial
toric varieties of codimension 2 for each of the cases (i)–(iii). On the other hand,
Proposition 1.10 tells us that case (ii) is fulfilled whenever the parameterization of V
is full. We give examples of the cases (i) and (iii) for n = 3.
Example 5.4. Let p be a prime and let VT ⊂ K5 be the affine toric variety attached
to the set

T = {(p, 0, a), (0, p, b), (p, 0, 0), (0, p, 0), (0, 0, p)},
where a and b are positive integers not divisible by p. Let

T̃1 = {(p, 0, a)}, T̃2 = {(0, p, b), (p, 0, 0), (0, p, 0), (0, 0, p)}.
Then

Z(p, 0, a) = ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2.

In fact, if λ and μ are integers such that λb + μp = a, then

(p, 0, a) = λ(0, p, b) + (p, 0, 0) − λ(0, p, 0) + μ(0, 0, p).

On the other hand, for every positive integer α, we have that α(p, 0, a) ∈ NT̃2 if and
only if α(p, 0, a) ∈ N{(p, 0, 0), (0, 0, p)}, which occurs if and only if p divides α. This
shows that T is the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2, but not the q-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 for any
prime q �= p. In view of Theorem 3.1, this implies that T is completely p-glued, but
not completely q-glued for any prime q �= p. Hence p is the only positive characteristic
in which VT is a binomial set-theoretic complete intersection; in particular, VT is not
a complete intersection, hence, in view of Proposition 1.1, it is not a binomial set-
theoretic complete intersection in characteristic zero. In characteristic p, the variety
VT is defined by the vanishing of the binomials

F1 = yp
1 − xp

1x
a
3 , F2 = yp

2 − xp
2x

b
3.

According to Remark 5.3, VT is not a set-theoretic complete intersection in any char-
acteristic other than p.
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Example 5.5. Let p, q be different primes and let V ⊂ K5 be the affine toric variety
attached to the set

T = {(pq, 0, a), (0, pq, b), (pq, 0, 0), (0, pq, 0), (0, 0, pq)},
where a and b are positive integers not divisible by p nor q. Let

T̃1 = {(pq, 0, a)}, T̃2 = {(0, pq, b), (pq, 0, 0), (0, pq, 0), (0, 0, pq)}.
Then

Z(pq, 0, a) = ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2.

In fact, if λ and μ are integers such that λb + μpq = a, then

(pq, 0, a) = λ(0, pq, b) + (pq, 0, 0) − λ(0, pq, 0) + μ(0, 0, pq).

On the other hand, for every positive integer α, we have that α(pq, 0, a) ∈ NT̃2 if and
only if α(pq, 0, a) ∈ N{(pq, 0, 0), (0, 0, pq)}, which occurs if and only if pq divides α.
This shows that T is the not the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 for any prime p. In view of
Theorem 3.1, this implies that T is not completely p-glued for any prime p. Hence
VT is not a binomial set-theoretic complete intersection in any characteristic.

The variety VT belongs to the class considered in [5, section 3] (see, in particular,
Example 5). There it was shown that VT is in fact not a set-theoretic complete
intersection in any characteristic.

Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 3.5 imply that, if T is completely p-glued for some
prime p, then T is the q-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 (or of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2) either for every prime q,
or for no prime q or only for q = p. The situation is different for higher codimensions.
The next example, which refers to codimension 3, shows that the set

T = {a,b, c, e1, . . . , en}
can admit two different partitions

T̃1 = {a}, T̃2 = {b, c, e1, . . . , en},
˜̃T1 = {b}, ˜̃T2 = {a, c, e1, . . . , en},

with respect to which it is only p-glued and only q-glued, respectively, where p and q
are two distinct primes.

Example 5.6. Let VT ⊂ K6 be the affine toric variety attached to the set

T = {(3, 0, 3), (0, 4, 2), (3, 2, 1), (6, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 6)},
and let

T̃1 = {(3, 0, 3)}, T̃2 = {(0, 4, 2), (3, 2, 1), (6, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 6)}.
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Then T̃2 is completely p-glued for all primes p by Proposition 2.1. Moreover,

(3, 0, 3) = (6, 0, 0) + (0, 6, 0) + (0, 0, 6) − (3, 2, 1) − (0, 4, 2),

whence we deduce that
Z(3, 0, 3) = ZT̃1 ∩ ZT̃2.

For every positive integer α, we have that α(3, 0, 3) ∈ NT̃2 if and only if α(3, 0, 3) ∈
N{(6, 0, 0), (0, 0, 6)}, which occurs if and only if 2 divides α. This shows that T is the
2-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2, so that T is completely 2-glued; and it is not the p-gluing of
T̃1 and T̃2 for any prime p �= 2. However, if

˜̃T1 = {(0, 4, 2)}, ˜̃T2 = {(3, 0, 3), (3, 2, 1), (6, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 6)},

then T is the 3-gluing of ˜̃T1 and ˜̃T2, so that T is also completely 3-glued; but it is
not the p-gluing of T̃1 and T̃2 for any prime p �= 3. Finally, it turns out that, for all
primes p, T is the p-gluing of

T̄1 = {(3, 2, 1)}, T̄2 = {(3, 0, 3), (0, 4, 2), (6, 0, 0), (0, 6, 0), (0, 0, 6)},
where T̄2 is completely p-glued. Hence T is completely p-glued for all primes p.

We do not know of any affine toric variety of codimension at least 3 whose attached
set is completely p-glued for two different primes p, but not for all primes p. The above
example demonstrates that proving that such varieties do not exist in codimension
greater than 2 would require arguments which differ substantially from those we have
applied to the case of codimension 2.
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